• A **preposition** comes before a noun or pronoun and relates that noun or pronoun to another word in a sentence.

• Common prepositions are *about, above, across, after, around, at, behind, down, for, from, in, near, of, on, over, to, under,* and *with.*

**Complete each sentence by adding a preposition.**

1. Papa brought home a little flying machine ________________ the kids.

2. Mama never complained ________________ Orv and Will’s messes.

3. The two older brothers did not agree ________________ Orv and Will’s activities.

4. Only the family knew ________________ Orv and Will’s plans.

5. There was no place ________________ their home where they could fly a plane.

6. Flying ________________ Kitty Hawk grounds was a good idea.

7. Orv and Will’s plane flew ________________ the ground.

8. Katherine took her first ride almost six years ________________ the first flight.

9. Riding ________________ an early plane was dangerous.

10. I like the wind ________________ my hair.

11. The plane landed ________________ the field.

12. He left the plans ________________ the floor.